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Abstract. A A-term L is linear when each A-abstract Am M in it has at most one free x in M, and 
each free variable of L occurs free only once. BCK-combinators correspond exactly to linear 
A -terms without free variables. 
The main theorem says that all terms of each kind are stratified, i.e. are typable. This result is 
not deep; it merely confirms an intuition that non-stratification is caused partly by multiple 
occurrences of variables. For BCK-coTbinators it was stated as Theorem 1 by Bunder and Meyer 
in [ 11, but the proof in [l] seems to contain a gap; it uses induction on a definition of “ievel” of 
a combinator, but omits to show that the Ievel-conct-c ti. I; d&d roti di BCK-ctinubinators. The 
proof below proceeds by translating to linear A-terms, for which the induction becomes simply 
one on length. (In fact the proof is essentially just an ama?gamation of elements from an 
unpublished proof of M. Coppo and M. Dezani-Ciancaglini, and elements from [l].) 
The type-schemes of linear A-terms form a very primitive linear logic, and linear logic is of 
current interest (see Girard [3]), so we shall set out the basic facts about linear A-terms and 
BCK-combinators in some detail. (These basic facts are not new; some appear in Komori [6], 
for example, and some are implicit in Curry and Feys [2].)’ 
8. Definitions and lemmas 
The basic notation is standard, from [2] or [5] for example. The set of all variables 
occurring free in a A -term X, or occurring in a combinatory term X, is called FV( X). 
Definition 1.1. A BCK-term is an applicative combination of any number of occur- 
rences of atomic combinators , 6, K and term-variables. It is linear iff each variable 
occurs at most once. It is a BCK-combinator iff it contains no variables. 
Results will be stated for arbitrary linear RICK-term; they will thus cover BCK- 
combinators as a special case. 
’ Strictly speaking, it is only the types oi the more restricted class of terms called linear Al-terms in 
Section 5 that correspond to Girard’s linear logic. But the proof that all terms are stratified is valid for 
ah linear A-terms, and it is worth giving in as strong a form as possible. The name “linear A-term” 
originated with Adrian Rezus around 1979; Komori [6] calls the same class of terms “BCKA-terms”. 
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efinition 1.2. Weak BCK-reduction, bw, is defined by the usual transitivity, reflexiv- 
ity and replacement rules, and the axiom-schemes 
CXYZ B, XZY, XY -, x. 
3. The h-transform of a BCK-term X is a A-term X, defined as follows: 
K, = Axy.x. 
The set of linear X-terms (called BCK-A-terms in [6]) is defined by 
induction thus: 
(i) each variable is linear, 
(ii) (MN) is linear if A-4, IV are linear and FV( M) n FV( IV) is empty, 
(iii) (Ax. M) is linear if M is hnear. 
Motivation 1.5. A A-term P is linear iff P converts, by changing b0ur.d variables 
only, to a term P* that is truly linear,, i.e. no variable occurs, free or bound, more 
than once in P* (not counting the x in a prefix Ax as an occurrence). For example, 
Ax.x, Ax.y, (hx.x)(Ax.y) are truly linear (x is counted as occurring once in Ax.x, and 
not at all in Ax.y); (Ax.x)(~x.x) is linear but not truly linear, and Ax.xx is not linear. 
Definition 1.6. The H-transform, M ,.,, of a h-term M is defined as usual: 
x/+=x, (MH)H ‘WHNH), (AxgM)H z A*x.( MH), 
except that here A*x.X is defined by the following algorithm [2, Section 6A, 
Algorithm (a&de)], which is resigned to give BCK-terms as output: 
(i A*x.X = KX if x does not occur in X; 
(b) A*x.x=l (I= CKK); 
(c) A*x.Ux= U if x does not occur in U; 
(d) A*x.UV=BU(A*x.V) if x is not in U and x is in V and V+x; 
(e) A*x.UV=C(A*xU)V if x is in U but not in V 
Nate. l[f X contains more than one occurreilce of x, then A*x.X is not defined. 
Hence, if a A-term M with all its variables bound is not linear, MH is not defined. 
1.7. The leragth of a BGK- or A-term is the number of occurrences of 
symbols in it, including ‘s, c’s, K’s, A’s and parentheses. 
This definition can be replaced by many variants without affecting the stratification 
proof; all we shall need ic that the length of a term is greater than the lengths of 
its proper subterms, and that reduction strictly reduces length (cf Lemma 1.10). 
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Lemma ? -8. (a) MH is defined for all linear A-terms M, and is a linear BCK-term with 
the same free variables as M. 
(b) The A-transform of a linear BCK-term X is a linear A-term with the same free 
variables as X. 
(4 (X&t = X, for all linear BCK-terms X. 
(d) ( MH )A &-converts to M, for all linear h-terms M. 
Proof. Only (a)-(c) will be used in this paper. Their proofs are straightforward. 
(For (c), the kty is clause (c) in the aJgorithm for A *.) 
For (d), the proof is by induction on M; compare [S, Theorem 9.14(b)]. By the 
way, convertibility cannot be strengthened to identity here; consider the example 
M = Ax.); 0 
Lemma 1.9. (a) If a linear A-term M pv-reduces to N, then N is linear and FV( M) 3 
FV( N). 




1.10. For linear BCK-terms 
the length of a term. 
or linear h -terms, contracting a redex strictly 
Proof. (((BX)Y)Z)islongerthan(X(YZ)),(((CX)Y)Z)than((XZ)Y),((KX) 
than X; also the /3-redex ((Ax.M) N) is longer than [ N/x]M if x occurs free at 
most once in M; finaliy the v-redex (Ax.( Mx)) is longer than M. U 
Corollary 1.11 (Strong normalization). 
(a) If M is a linear A-term, then a fiq-reduction starting at M cannot have more 
contractions than the length of M. Hence every linear A-term has a pq-normal form. 
(bj If X is a linear BCK-term, then a weak reduction starting at X cannot have 
note contractions than the length of X. Hence every linear BCK-term has a weak 
normal form. 
2. Type-assignment 
TYPe%P,Y,.*- ) are built from type-variables (a, 6, c, . . .) by the connective “+“. 
Type-assignment statements are expressions X : a, where a! is a type and X is a 
A-term or BCK-term (called the subject of the sta+ement). 
For details, see [S, Chapter 14 for combinatory logic and Chapter 15 for A- 
calculus]. Here are the main points. 
A f?. Him&y 
efinition 2.1. Types are assigned to BCK-terms by the three axiom-schemes 
K: cr+(p+cy), 
and the rule 
Definition 2.2. Types are assigned to A -terms by the two rules (+ e) and 
(-‘i) 
M$ ’ 
(Ax.M):(a + p) 
In rule (+ i), x must not occur free in any uncancelled assumption in the deduction- 
tree above M:jJ, other than occurrences of x:cy. After we use the rule, we cancel 
every uncancelled occurrence of the assumption X:Q! in the deduction-tree above 
M $. For details, see [ 5, Chapter 15, Section ISB]. 
Notation 2.3. Throughout his paper, ‘W’ denotes any finite set of type-assignment 
statements of form 
X+q, . . . , x,:0!, 
where x1 9 . . . , x, are distinct term-variables. (In detail: such a it -B is sometimes 
called a finite variables-subjects types-unique basis; variables-subjects means that all 
its subjects are variables, and types-unique means that each subject occurs only once 
and hence receives only one type in 9.) 
The set {x,, D.. , x,) is called Subjects@3 ). The notation 
Bl-x:p 
means (in combinatory logic) that there is a deduction of X:p from axioms and 
the statements in 9, and (in h-calculus) that there is a deduction of X:p from the 
statements in 93. The statements in B are called the assumptions of such a deduction. 
“X has type p” means that there exists 9) such that 6% + X:/3. 
efinition 2.4 A term X is stratiJied OT typable iff it has a type. If FV(X) = 
‘x,, . . . , x,,] (displayed without repetitions), this means that there exist ar, , . . . , a,, 
p such that 
x+, , . . . , xn:cY, I- x:p. 
If X has no free variables, it means that there exists p such that I- X$. 
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Lemma 2.5. For BCK- or h-terms, if 9 I- X : p, then there is a subset B- rp$; EB such 
that Subjects(S) = W(X) and 5 + X$. 
Lemma 2.6, If A-terms X and Y d@er only by changes of bound variables, then 
9%X$ iJWII-- Y$. 
L~WIWS 2.7. (a) For BCK-terms X, if 9I t- X :& then 99 I- (X, ):/3. 
(b) For linear h-terms M, if% t- M$, then .9 + MH:/3. 
Proof. (a): Use induction on the length of X. If X is K or 8, see [5, Examples 15.3 
and 15.71. The C case is similar. If X = X,X,, the last step in the deduction of X$ 
must be rule (+ e); but this rule is also a rule of the A-system. 
(b): By induction on the length of M. The key is to prove that 
B,x:te- P$ * St- (A*x.P):(a,+p). q 
3. Which conversions leave Qylpes unchanged? 
Lemnra 3.1. For BCK-terms and weak reduction or A-terms and flq-redtztion, if 
X 5 X* and 9&-X$, then SD-X*$. 
Proof. The subjecr-reduction theorems from [2, Chapter 91 or [S, Theorems 14.24, 
15.171. cl 
Lemma 3.2. For linear B(;‘K-terms, if X D, X * and 9% X *: p, and far every proper 
subterm Z of X we have a y such that 931-Z: y, then 9&X$. 
Proof. The subject-expansion theorem from [2, Chapter 9, Theorem 9C2]. The 
condition on proper subterms ensures that whenever acontraction for form K Uv D U 
is used in the reduction from X to X*, the cancelled term V has a type, Thus the 
conditions of [2, Theorem 9C3] are satisfied. Cl 
Theorem 3.3. If X and Y are stratified linear BCK-terms and _X =W Y, then X and 
Y have exactly the same types; hence they have the same most general type (called 
“principle type-scheme”). 
Proof. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. (Note that =” is the ecluivalence generated by weak 
reduction. Lemma 3.2 can be applied because if X and Y are stratified, then so are 
all their sub-terms.) q 
It is tempting to conjecture a similar result for A-terms. But a counter- 
example due to David Meredith shows that the Ap-analogue of the above theorem 
is false. Take 
L = ( AXYZW.XZ(YW))( Auv.u), L* = Axyzy. 
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Then L and L* are linear, L p-reduces to L*, and L* has the type Q + (b + (c + 6)). 
But L does not have this type; in fact the most general type (principal type-scheme) 
of L is (c+u)-*(b+(c+6)). 
Encouragement 3.5. Weak A-analogues of Theorem 3.3 can be proved, however. 
Lemma 3.7 below is all that we shall need in the proof of the main stratification 
result, but Theorem 3.8 below is a closer A-analogue of Theorem 3.3. To state 
Theorem 3.8, we need the following definition, due to W. Howard. 
efinition 3.6. Howard’s weak A-reduction is defined by the same rules as p-reduction 
(see, e.g. [5, Chapter I]), but with the restriction that a P-redex R in a term L may 
only be contracted when no free variable-occurrence in R is bound in L. The 
equivalence generated by this reduction will be called = hw. 
Howard’s weak A-reduction is an exact analogue of combinatory weak reduction; 
see [4, p. 1721. It satisfies the Church-Rosser theorem; see [4, p. 1721. 
Lemma 3.7. Let L be a linear A-term, and let 
L= (Ax.M)NP,. . . P,, L*= ([ N/x]M)& l <. Pl (t 2% 
and Bt-L*$. 
(a) If x vccurs free in M, then St-L$. 
(b) If x is not free in M, and there exists y such that BI- N: y, then !Bt- L$. 
Proof. (a): Since L is linear, the sets of free variables in Ax. M, N, P, , . . . , P, do 
not overlap. By Lemma 2.5, there is a deduction 
B’, .%I’, !%,, . . D, %?,I--iL*:p, 
where Subjects( 99’) = FV[ M) - (x}, Subjects( 3”) = FV( N), Subjects( @) = FV( Pi) 
for i=l ,..., t, and ~‘u93”u%$u~ 9 l u 93, E 9. This deduction contains sub- 
deductions with form 
%Yt-N: y, (I) 
SikPi:cUi, (2) 
W,N:yc[N/x]M:(ap(...(cq+P)...). (3) 
In (3), the assumption N: y is only used once, since M only contains one x. If we 
replace N by x throughout (3), we get a deduction 
9?‘, x: yfiM:<ru, + (. . .(a!, + p). . .). (4) 
Rule (+ i) can be applied to (4) because x is only the subject of one assumption. 
I-Ience 
WI-(Ax.M):(y+(a,+(. . .(a,-+). . .), (5) 
and then by (I) and (2) and Rule (+ e) t + 1 times we deduce L$. 
(b): Argue as in (a), but use the assumed-to-be-given deduction for N instead 
of (I), and deduce (5) by cancelling a vacuous assumption x: y. Cl 
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Theorem 3.8. If L and L* are stratijied linear h-term and L =h,u L*, then L and L* 
have exactly the same types; hence they have the same principal type-scheme. 
roof. It is enough to prove the result when L* comes from contracting a single 
redex R = (Ax.M)N in L, and no variable free in R is bound in L.’ We must prove 
that, for all p, 
(39)[!Bl-L$] hp (XB*)[a*l-L*:p]. 
It is enough to prove “C,“. (Lemma 3.1 gives “a”.) Suppose %*I- L*:& and let 
Subjects@*) = FV( L*), using Lemma 2.5. Define 3 thus: if x E FV(M) then % = 
a*; otherwise 9 = %* u B’, where B’t-N: y for some y and Subjects( 9’) = FV( N). 
Note that !%’ exists because N is part of L and L is stratified. Also $3* u 9’ is 
types-unique if XE FV(M), because ach free variable of N occurs free nowhere 
else in L (since L is linear) and hence does not occur free at all in L*. 
We prove BkL:P by induction on the length of L. 
Case 1. L=(Ax.M)N, L*=[N/x]M. Use Lemma 3.7. 
Case 2. L = L, L2 with R in L, or L2. Then L* has form LT Lz. Since L is linear, 
FV( L,) n FV( L2) is empty. So, by Lemma 1.9, FV( LT) n FV( Lz) is empty, and B* 
can be split into disjoint subsets 3 f, a? such that @-i-Lf?(a+), B%kLz:a for 
some cy. Now apply the induction-hypothesis. 
Case 3. L= Ay.L, with R in L,. Then L* has form Ay.LT. Hence the last step in 
the deduct’,an of L*:p must be by rule (+ i), so /3 has form (8 + 0) and 
a*, ya-Lf:e. 
By the induction hypothesis applied to LF, we have a, y:&-L,:& And 
y ti Subjects(B), because y ti Subjects( B*) and y PJ FV( N) (because no variable 
bound in L is free in (Ax. M) N). Hence rule (+ i) can be applied to give 
B+(Ay. L,)$. Cl 
4. The stratification proof 
Theorem 4.1. Every / linear A-term L is stratijed. 
Proof. Induction on the length of L. 
Case 1: L is a vanisble, say L= x. Choose any type-variable a; then x:akx:a. 
Case 2: L= Ax-L,. By the induction hypothesis, there exist cy, p, and a set 2 of 
assumptions whose subjects are variables distinct from x, such that 93, XXI- L,$. 
Apply rule (+ i). (If x & FV( L,), choose any type-variable a and apply (+ i) to a 
vacuous assumption x: a.) 
’ The Church-Rosser theorem holds for Howardk weak A-reduction, by [4, p. 1721, so if L convert!:3 
to L” then L and L* must both reduce to a term Q. By Lemma 1.9, each stage in these reductions is a 
linear term. Hence in the proof that follows WC car: assume that L and L* are both linear when dealing 
with the one-contraction case. 
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Case 3: L= (hx.M)NP,. . . P,, ~20, and XE FVQM). By Lemma 1.10, 
WlxlWP, l . . P, is strictly shorter than X, SC it is stratified by the induction 
hypothesis. Hence L is stratified, by Lemma 3.7(a). 
Case 4: L=(hx.M)NP,... P, and XE FV( M). By the induction hypothesis, 
lvll 1. . . P, and N are both stratified; say AAD 
93,kMP,. . . P,:/3, 22&N: y. 
By Lemma 2.5, we can assume that Subjects( sl) = FV( MP, . . . P,) and Sub- 
jects( B2) = FV( N). Let 9? = 9, u B2. By the linearity of L, 9 is types-unique. Then 
Lemma 3.7(b) can be applied, giving the result. 
Case 5: LsyL,. . . L, (m 2 1). By the induction-hypothesis, each Li is stratified; 
say Bit-Li:ai, for some ai and some set 9i with Subjects( 9,) = FV(Li). Take any 
type-variable a, and apply rule (+ e) nr times to the assumptions 
y:(c~,+(~~+(...(c~,+a)...))), 3, ,..., B, 
to get L:a. E\Jo subject is repeated in these assumptions, because L is linear. Thus 
L is stratified. El 
Corollary 4.1.1. All linear BCK-terms are stratijied; in particular, all BCK- 
combinators are stratified. 
Corollary 4.1.2. In Theorems 3.3 and 3.8 the hypotheses that the given terms be 
stratijied can be omitted. 
Warning 4.2. The definition of “BCK-term” used here allows terms, such as xx, 
which are not stratified and not linear. So we cannot say that all BCK-terms are 
stratified, only all BCK-combinators. 
Ckombinators 
In this section, let I, C be atomic combinators. A K&term is an applicative 
combination of any number of occurrences of B, C, I, and term-variables. It is a 
BCI-combinator iff it contains no variables. 
Al-terms are A-terms restricted by the condition that in Ax. M, x must occur free 
in M. 
The A- and H-transformations are defined here just as in Definitions 1.3 and 1.6. 
(The definition of I, is Ax.x.) 
Type-assignment is the same as in Section 2, but with a new axiom-scheme 
:((Y + a!). 
All the results of the preceding sections are easy to prove with “linear BCK-” 
replaced CI-” and “linear A-” replaced by “linear AI-“. h particular, 
all linear nd linear AI-terms are stratified. 
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Further, in Lemma 3.7, case (b) cannot now occur. And in the proof of Theorem 
3.8 we always have 99 = %? Hence Theorem 3.8 can be strengthened from weak to 
p-conversion as follows. 
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